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Computer Scavenger Hunt 2 Completing this computer hunt could make you more knowledgeable about the
computer than your teacher. Go for it! Use the links to go to a site that has the answer.
Computer Scavenger Hunt 2 - Southwestern Central School
Computer scavenger hunt answers.pdf...computer scavenger hunt 2 completing this computer hunt could
make you more knowledgeable about the computer than...
Computer Scavenger Hunt 2 - PDF documents
YW Computer Scavenger Hunt Both Team members must complete all tasks individually unless it is indicated
that you can do it together. You must show a leader when you ... createfan.com and save it as a pdf.
_____#1 _____#2 . 7. On the Family History and Youth section, watch the video from Elder Bednar
YW Computer Scavenger Hunt (2)
Computer History Internet Scavenger Hunt 1. What is an abacus? 2. What was it used for? 3. Who is
considered the â€œfather of computers?â€• Why is he considered the father of computers? 4. Which
company became International Business Machines (IBM)? What did they sell? 5. Which computer is
considered the first â€œPCâ€• or personal computer? 6.
Computer History Scavenger Hunt v2 08-13
Computer Scavenger Hunt . 1. What does . DVD stand for? 2. What is a . dingbat? 3. What is a. handshake?
4. What is a . home page? 5. What . handles can you not hold in your hand? 6. What was . ENIAC? 7. What
contribution did . Ada Byron make to computing? 8. What kind of . wafers are used at Intel to make computer
chips? 9. What do they call the
Computer Scavenger Hunt - University of New Mexico
Internet Scavenger Hunt Worksheet Here are 20 questions about all kinds of subjects â€“ can you find all the
answers on the internet? 1. What was the number 1 single in the US on May 26, 1990? 2. How many dimples
are there on a Titleist Pro V1 golf ball? 3. What three colors are used to create the color white on a TV or
computer screen? 4.
Internet Scavenger Hunt Worksheet
The materials in the package include a scavenger hunt that allows students to understand resources,
information, insights, and functionality in ACT Profile. ... This occupation falls under the Computer and
Information Specialties career area. Related majors include information science, comparative literature, and
library science. What is this ...
Scavenger Hunt - ACT
Hunt the Fact Monster; Internet Scavenger Hunts; It All Adds Up Math Puzzles; ... To make it easier for
teachers to search our archive of Internet Scavenger Hunts, we have reorganized them by month. Click a
month below for Internet Scavenger Hunts that are appropriate for that month. ... Internet Scavenger Hunts
Timely computer center activities.
Internet Scavenger Hunts | Education World
Exploring Computer Scienceâ€”Unit 1: Human Computer Interaction 37 ... Other resources for finding
information o In discussing the results of the scavenger hunt have students identify at least three resources
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other than search engines that they use to find information on the internet along with advantages (or ...
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